HEALTHCARE FACILITY RISK MANAGEMENT

Through our strong global partnerships and alliances with manufacturers such as Iris ID, we are able to present you with the following offering to meet your specific healthcare facility requirements.

**IrisAccess® iCAM7S Series and EAC Iris Enrollment and Matching Software**

The newest fifth-generation IrisAccess iCAM7S series iris recognition readers are non-contact, dual iris biometric readers that use the unique and stable image of the iris of the eye for accurate identification from more than 14 inches away in less than two seconds.

The IP-based iCAM models have been deployed globally across many of the world’s leading companies throughout data centers, hospitals, airports and anywhere that a proven biometric solution is required. The IrisAccess solution has been deployed for more than 15 years.

**CHALLENGE SOLVERS**

- Non-contact iris biometric solution can perform large-scale identification across databases of thousands; on-device memory supports up to 100K users.
- Flexible integration options to all third-party access control, building automation and enterprise workforce solutions; network-ready iCAMs, combined with several software development kits, provide multiple ways to build custom solutions.
- Optional embedded card reader, LCD touchscreen keypad and the capability to interface with Bluetooth and NFC communication devices are available.

**THE ANIXTER APPROACH**

- **Property Perimeter**
  
  Determine vulnerable areas around the property edge to deter external threats.

- **Reception and Registration Area**
  
  Control the flow of visitors and patients to the facility and validate various levels of staff authorization.

- **Specialty Units**
  
  Protect patients and comply with privacy regulations with attention to complex specialty units.

- **Emergency Room**
  
  Improve staff safety and care through effective management of high-stress and high-traffic emergency settings.

- **Pharmaceutical Assets**
  
  Achieve regulatory compliance and loss prevention by monitoring access and intrusion to pharmaceutical zones.

- **Biomedical and Diagnostics**
  
  Protect valuable equipment and potentially harmful materials in biomedical and diagnostic areas.

**WHAT WE HEAR**

Healthcare stakeholders are dealing with a variety of challenges:

- Creating **SAFE** environments for patients and staff
- Preventing **THEFT** of medicine and radiological materials
- Achieving **REGULATORY COMPLIANCE**
- Preventing **CYBER THREATS** to patient records
- Limiting physical building and network **ACCESSIBILITY**

**THE IRIS ID SOLUTION**

**ACCURACY**

Standards-based image quality, superior biometric matching algorithm, unmatched countermeasures

**FLEXIBILITY**

Readers can work in identification mode or be combined with cards or PINs to provide different levels of verification

**AUTHENTICATION**

Can identify through glasses, contacts and even hazmat suits and safety goggles

anixter.com/shopirisid
Infrastructure as a Platform by Anixter provides a practical, configurable and integrated approach to deploy physical security infrastructure into your healthcare environment.

**CONFIGURE**
We help you discover and map your specific needs to the best solution.
- ICAM7S model
- EAC (Iris ID enrollment and matching software)

**BUNDLE**
Your validated, preconfigured solutions are packaged and site ready.
- Power supplies
- Desktop stands
- Recess mounts
- Extended hardware warranties

**DEPLOY**
Controlled, repeatable solutions are delivered on time and under budget.
- Custom packaging and labeling
- Time-sensitive delivery options
- Staged project shipping
- Tailored last-mile delivery

**IRIS ID IRISACCESS® ICAM7S SERIES AND EAC IRIS ENROLLMENT AND MATCHING SOFTWARE FEATURES**

**PROVEN ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY**
- Successful identification from 14 inches away, with or without glasses, across large and small databases
- Easily interfaces with existing software platforms; multiple connection points
- Customizable options across the user interface to provide user feedback and direction
- Transactional reporting and integration with SQL and Oracle databases provided
- Multiple hardware options with card readers and keypad options available in black and silver

**LIMITING PHYSICAL BUILDING AND NETWORK ACCESSIBILITY**
- Each iCAM model has an operational built-in card reader and/or touch screen LCD keypad
- EAC enrollment software suite provides the capability to manage thousands of people
- iCAM models can be set to single, double, or triple-factor authentication levels to meet the most secure and convenient authentication requirements

USB iCAMTD100 and iCAM7000S-(B or T)
B = Black    T = Titanium/Silver

**FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT ANIXTER.COM/SHOPIRISID**